6 IRAQ
It is impossible to install a real Arab Government in
Mesopotamia and for us to make the attempt will be to
abandon the Middle East to anarchy.
If I may be permitted to say so, the declaration of 8th
November took little account of the facts as they are in
Mesopotamia, but it is not too late to give this pronouncement
a fresh and virile interpretation such as will enable us to make
Mesopotamia the keystone of our policy in the Middle East.1
The military importance of Baghdad was stressed in his note
on Demobilization in Mesopotamia:
If Baghdad is strongly held, and ample reserves of war
materials and means of transportation be kept on the spot,
military requirements for the frontier of India will be cor-
respondingly reduced; the Middle East would be dominated,
in a military sense, from Baghdad and our political influence
would be proportionate to our potential military strength.
Great Britain alone as trustee for the civilized nations of the
world can ensure the peace of the Middle East, and Great
Britain is the only Power who would be willingly accepted in
this capacity by the Nations of the Middle East, who, our
Treaty in 1907 with Russia notwithstanding, still see in
British policy an altruism and tolerance which they fail to
discern elsewhere.2
The Acting Civil Commissioner, however, did not fail to
point to the value of the material resources in 'Iraq, in his
telegram of July sist, 1919, as additional reasons for altering
the Anglo-French Declaration:
Lastly, the capital value of the Oil Fields in Mesopotamia
is £50,000,000 based on a conservative estimate and there
are other sources of potential wealth such as ports, steamers,
railways, roads and buildings, built by British capital whether
private or public and which, at least, count for another ten
millions.
1	Telegram No. 8169, Political, Baghdad to S/S for India, July aist, 1919.
2	Note on Demobilization in Mesopotamia, dated November zist, 1919.
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